Subject: POLI-THE DIRTIER THE BETTER - WE THE PEOPLE - I up ...------- to

Adam, I know you are not listening but I want you to try listening very carefully.

Instead of me writing a book, how about me sending a message that each of us can fight corruption and make money doing it?

Did you know that Devin Standard belongs to the Oxford Club, a financial investment group?

Would you be more interested to know that his college roommate David “Poli” Pollak, the chairman of the New York State Democrat-Socialist Party most likely
belongs to that same club whose Client #9 got busted on February 13th, my French-Canadian wife’s birthday?

I know you are not alone, salivating like never before to hear me now inform you and the world, including Client #9’s hooker, Ashley Alexandra Dupre, that if there was a line to be serviced by Ms. Dupre, you could go to the bank that Poli, who I conversed with in a 3-way phone conversation on September 26th, 2003 that included Devin, when I was in the process of taking on an educational light journey Yeshiva Professor of Finance Aaron Brown of eRaider.com who of course have not come out of hibernation, would be the last in line since I am of the extraordinarily strong opinion that Poli likes it the dirtier the better.

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/676-681.htm

Just in case anyone is having difficulty clicking on to the hyperlinks this is how my post 676 on the Eraider.com website began:

Professor,

Poli Pollak, Devin Standard and I are about to have “the conference call.” You can join in by dialing 212-713-2000.

Let me know if you would like to be included; a good first step in getting acquainted with Devin who is just one individual, quite eloquent wouldn’t agree, who you et al would be forced to deal with in the event I were to take a slingshot to Venus.

The reaction to my MOBBED [Move Off Balance By Educated Diks] has created the most incredible backfire, seemingly wiping out the oxygen from most if not all of my handful or so adversaries still standing

And of course you were copied on this email to Mr. Merrick Wolman whose only claim to fame I know of is his connection to Sol Kersner, his uncle, although he and another buddy, David Levy, whose son at one time was considering going to your business school may have been part of a little conspiracy pulled together by another buddy Mr. Jeffrey Malatskey who had bribed the printers at the University of Natal to produce an extra set of exam papers which he then flogged based on what Jeff told me was “their ability to pay.”

I may have mentioned before to you that I met David Levy at JFK airport in New York City as he and his family were returning to San Diego after having checked out your Yeshiva University business school and that was the last time I had any contact with them so I don’t know whether in fact his son made the unwise decision to go to your school, at least that is my opinion.

David Levy, as best I know, is also the president of an Orthodox Jewish congregation here in La Jolla, a sumwhat upscale section for those wanting to escape the mobs, the so-called, riff-raff, you know what I mean.

I just cannot get out of my head the prior time I met David Levy which was at a high school reunion at a friend of ours house in a more upscale community than even La
Jolla, this again, is only opinion.

Norman Kane is considered one of the more successful South African physicians and one of the nicest, most generous people that I know but one of the things I also simply cannot get out of my head is this thing I read in Parade Magazine this weekend that quotes TV anchor Bill O’Reilly, “In the end, you are not what you eat. Rather, you are whom you associate with.”

While growing up in South Africa I was friends with all these guys I have mentioned and a whole lot more, although it was mainly the Jewish girls I cared to be with, especially when one considers how very hot they all were, particularly those in my class from kindergarten all the way through high school.

However, since leaving Durban, South Africa going on 26 years ago, I have pretty much kept to myself, securing around though a very solid pack of individuals whose mettle I continue to test each and every day, and they do likewise, making certain that I don’t get to distracted by “currant events” and today’s news that Carl McCall, the former comptroller for New York State referred to in my email to Diana Henriques on Sunday, September 01, 2003 7:31 PM PST, has now resigned from the New York Stock Exchange, not quite quick enough, at least that is also my opinion.

The instant I hear someone lying, stealing or cheating the antennae attached to the hairs on my back go up, more so when I hear a kid being told either a half truth or an outright lie, their ability to distinguish between various shades of gray, as in values, when painting a masterpiece, quite difficult even for those very skilled artist painters such as my wife who being so modest would possibly take offense at my referring to her as “skilled.”

She is though very bright and rather precise and of course even an idiot like yourself would agree with her expression, “When the dialogue becomes two monologues it is the beginning of the end.”

And time is running out, especially for the wicked…

Not to mention the two so very important postings, 3 minutes apart, on the Eraider.com website by preeminent Shareholder Class Action Litigator Melvyn Weiss Esq. of the criminally indicted law firm of Milberg Weiss Bershad Hynes and Lerach, Bill Lerach now sentenced to two years in a federal clubhouse jail, that Messrs. Spitzer, Knapp and Berlin didn’t want to touch with a 100 foot pole.

**SENDER:** mweissman  
**POSTED:** 3/22/00 10:31 PM ET

I think there should always be one Chairman and CEO. The board and shareholders should vote on this one position. There should nevr be two positions. Liek the President or Prime Minister of a nation, there should always be one final say in all matters. An elected official is the way to go. Corporate governance is tough, but it gets tougher once you have to egos, along with their respective supporters, going at it.
I think that if Bill Gates will actually be an active Chairman then it will be tough for the CEO to act independently. However, I believe that if Gates wants to rule MS then let him rule. He is the best for the job, has built the behemoth and has the skills to enhance it further.


This business of “money” is now all of a sudden taking a back seat in your mindless, numb head even though I have explained to you that De Beers are not the only organization who don’t need “money” such as currencies of any country to purchase goods, services and precious mineral resources, let alone weapons of war as well as “intelligence”.

The Mossad long before it was officially formed in December 1949 when this most lethal intelligence institute first began reporting to David Ben Gurion, understood why De Beers had the OSS, the forerunner to the CIA, report back to President Franklin D. Roosevelt that De Beers had so obviously infiltrated the Diamond Committee which was part of the British War Ministry in order to let all the world’s “movers and shakers” beginning with big United States business interests know that De Beers owned them including Roosevelt as much as they owned Hitler who they supplied with their diamonds and which were used both in the fashioning of precision tooling to make Nazi Germany’s so very mighty military machine when a barreful of Deutche Marks couldn’t afford a loaf of bread, as well in purchasing other commodities such as gold and oil without Hitler needing to steal an ounce of gold.

So much for Marcia Kramer of CBS TV New York making a name for herself as well as her “pot of gold” when doing her utterly nonsense investigation, “Hitler’s Gold”. 

So how much of a percentage of the revenues we were to get from my one-of-a kind Educational light Journey-One Tribe of Achievers seminar-workshops should I retain, and then figure out the rest?

How much thought have you given over the years, apart from zero, to how very easy it would have been for me to instead of emailing Stephen Cohen of Codiam Inc. on November 11th, 2004 to have simply met him one day as he was walking to the elevator and on the ride up to Codiam’s very austere offices made him the same sort of offer that De Beers have been making for more than a century:

Take the money now or open up a taco stand!

And then take all the time in the world for Stephen to answer, even be willing to enter Codiam’s offices and kibitz awhile and not be in the least bit afraid of breaking bread with Stephen and Leon Cohen who I can just barely remember?
You remember that back in 1995 when I visited with my uncle David Gevisser in Johannesburg, South Africa just prior to Marie joining me in Cape Town where we stayed in my Royal Mater’s one-of-a-kind bachelor pad located on second beach, Clifton and where I spent quite considerable time partying with my long time Durban, South African pal Tony Leon who remains the head of the Opposition Party in South Africa and when we discussed in great detail the highly anti-Semitic Oppenheimer family, who had everyone worth talking about, all bought and paid for including Tony, my uncle Dave, who remains the head of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel offered me for the second time, to replace him as the head which would mean amongst a number of things that when I ate at restaurants like Le Cerque in New York City, I could do, like Henry Kissinger, and just sign my name.

You also remember, the one ad my Royal Mater had my father place in the South African Sunday Times back in 1989 soon after I returned from my first “fact finding” trip to China, just weeks before the so carefully choreographed CIA Tiananmen Square Massacre.

**A Name From Here, You Can Trust Over There!**
You also remember that just a year before, in 1994, FW de Klerk, the head of the South African Apartheid Regime handed Nelson Mandela, the first De Beers Black South African stooge President, that one of many STORED CD ROMs detailing the combined efforts of the CIA, British intelligence and the South African Defense Force in engineering-manufacturing-distributing biological weapons.

So where do you think those assassins are operating today, apart from very possibly in each of our own backyards?

So what conversations do you think are going on these days between the IT and his 15 year young Khapkido trained son who we last heard from on March 3rd?

You also surely haven’t forgotten that my uncle Dave’s one son, journalist-investigative reporter Mark Gevisser, recently penned the autobiography of Mandela’s DAAC approved successor, President Thabo Mbeki.

You most surely haven’t forgotten that the day before I met with my uncle Dave, first at his offices in Sandton, Johannesburg, and then later at his home that is not surrounded by an 18 foot wall, at least it wasn’t at the time, I had met with my pal, the moron, Trevor Manual, South Africa’s current Minister of Finance.

You also cannot forget, thanks to the digitized record, all the communications “back and forth” between Tefo and my cousin Mark Gevisser who was not very comfortable in the direction the dialogue was going especially as Tefo began to prod Mark about how much Thabo Mbeki knew about The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies that employed his father David Gevisser, again my father’s first cousin, right before the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel orchestrated the extraordinary takeover that put my father out of work and my uncle Dave in the “pound seats” to become the executor of the American Charles Engelhard’s fabulously mineral rich estate that included control of the world’s supply of platinum and the “control person” position of the DAAC, the cartel of cartels, counterfeaters of counterfeaters, special interest of special interest group, all approved by the 3 Branches of the US Government.

Although it would be quite a stretch to suggest that the United States Government approved the Mossad’s decision to assassinate Charles Engelhard at age 54, his funeral taking place on March 2nd, 1971 at St. Mary’s Abby Church, Morris Town, two words, New Jersey and drawing the likes of Senator Ted Kennedy, former President Lyndon Johnson and Vice President Humphrey.
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Not to mention my very poor-selective memory cousin Mark Gevisser mentioning to Tefo [Click hyperlink above],

“I doubt Mbeki knows --or should know-- anything about Moshal Gevisser except that his mother bought her goods wholesale from them for her trading store.”
The US$6 million that my uncle Dave received soon after the church funeral of highly anti-Semitic Charles Engelhard who was an “open supporter” of the South African Apartheid Regime all the while close personal friends of the Kennedys and Johnson family, no doubt made it a whole lot easier for my cousin Mark Gevisser when purchasing contraceptives that he would use when bagging his multiple gay lovers, you think?

You do remember that we had in the “enemy camp” the most extraordinary Gentle, Afrikaner Field Marshall Jan Smuts who first went to war with De Beers and Co., financed by J. P. Morgan and Co., with the United States Government’s approval, in what is known as the Anglo Boer War of 1899-1902.

Jan Smuts also wasn’t alone in knowing that the United States Government also approved J.P. Morgan and Co., which now included De Beers, financing the American led 8 Allied Nations invasion of China in 1900 when De Beers and Co. stole everything including China’s gold that wasn’t nailed to the ground, all the while butchering the so very non-aggressive, hard working Chinese peoples who have been more invaded than other peoples and always managed to convince their invaders to adopt their merit system culture, apart from of course the blood lusting, savagery peoples of the United States of America who went happily along with the United States Government some 12 days following the official start of Israel’s War of Independence on May 14th, 1948, supporting the coup de tête that took place in South Africa on May 26th, 1948 when the South African Nazi National Party, the most repressive regime in the history of the world, took over from Jan Smuts’ United Party and ruled over some 40 million Black South Africans with the most violent diamond studded iron fist; again facts of life not lost for a moment on the likes of Jan Smuts and David Ben Gurion.

Not to mention you do recall that in 1932 Jan Smuts, who pioneered guerrilla warfare during the Anglo Boer War, and also during World Oil War II was second-in-command to Winston Churchill, went along with a Kibbutz in Israel, of course, named after him.

To mention little of how little chance both the corrupt British and American governments thought Israel Defense Forces would have against the Arab armies massed on Israel border back on May 14th, 1948 when Ben Gurion declared that the future independent Jewish homeland would be called Israel, which literally translates into “Wrestle-Struggle with God”.

Jewish people are a “problem” because those of us who understand why we have a backbone versus say an ant are quite the “pains in the butt” to those wanting it “all to nothing” who rely on their command of the “sly English” to enslave the peoples of the world in to believing first and foremost that they are better off with a “strong leader” rather than have the masses run around killing one another all the while the ruling elite with their “rule by divine authority” doctrine live so very well without ever having to work let alone break a sweat say when working out, the so very few who do, allowing them an inordinate amount of time to plan and execute one civil
war after the next, all the while mumbling nothings at their country clubs and charity events.

Yes, again, there simply weren’t enough of us Jewish people murdered during WOW II to satisfy the ruling elite and when their predictions that the Israelis would be driven into the Mediterranean sea didn’t “pan out” quite as well, given how not of all us Jewish peoples are imbeciles and understand the merits of healthy mind-healthy body by always staying fit, so they simply speeded up “Plan B” and arranged for the 3rd Reich’s southern division to begin taking root, again 12 days later on the southernmost tip of Africa, South Africa sitting atop the world’s richest mineral resources including gold, platinum, diamonds and uranium.

Do you happen to feel as I do right now a good amount of silence, apart from the awesome crashing surf in front of the cliff house?

You would agree that it is quite a miracle that I am still alive right now let alone able to broadcast without a fear in the world; moreover, feeling rather good about myself and the prospects for peace which again of course are war for those who profit from war beginning with those who make a living out of Wall Street and real estate speculation.

Don’t you think it would be a good idea right now for Poli to invite Devin to join him at the meeting in the Oval Office of the White House with of course President George W. Bush in attendance, to explain not so much Poli’s penchant for being so very obliging when last in line, but why President Bush shouldn’t wait a moment longer in immediately suspending the trading of shares in public corporations.

It might help to let you know that Devin who has a whole lot more on his plate than you also knows why you are not listening, thinking you can if not distract me, influence me “sumhow” [sic].

I am again taking down the crooks today and the crooks will say they do not care to listen to what I have to say, but increasingly less so, wouldn’t you agree?

You brushed off very quickly, “Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss has been flushed out” and yet you know nothing of the skill, knowledge and experience of this rabbi who was instrumental in helping my extraordinary and inspirational mother raise me, Rabbi Abner Weiss knowing more about the teachings of not only Judaism that all the "f*ckhead" [sic] phds you quote, all combined, don’t come close to knowing let alone understanding and hence why you don’t respond to what I suggest such as using your time smartly to get me the email addresses of each and every one of these "fu*kheads" [sic] you quote along with each and every teacher and professor in the world and allow them the opportunity to debate me on any subject of their choosing including “God does NOT exist” given how quickly I was able to get the greatest Jewish scholar of our times, again Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss to go deafeningly silent” with the following highly choice words question, “Do you know or do you believe in God?”
Do you know enough about Laurie Black Lawrence the daughter-in-law of former US Ambassador Larry Lawrence to appreciate the importance of God entering her head and having this highly irresponsible figurehead for the United States Democrat-Socialist Party write me an email just this past Tuesday breaking a 5 odd year silence?

Do you think Laurie Black Lawrence needs to be reminded when I tell her to do a Google Search on her name and mine to understand even better with each passing moment why have the most extraordinary “footprint” on the Internet.

Do you think Laurie Black Lawrence needs to be told that Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk and I had the greatest time of our lives composing the last communiqué I sent Laurie Black Lawrence on beginning....

Do you think Laurie Black Lawrence and the rest of the Washington Bunch including De Beers master spy banker Roger W. Robinson a senior spook in President Ronald W. Reagan’s first administration and his bosom buddy left of left wing anarchist Mr. King Golden Jr. Esquire need to be reminded of the importance of my communiqué to Client #9 on February 10th, 2005 some 42 days after I conversed with Client #9’s right hand person Mr. Whitman Knapp Esq. who confirmed on November 29th, 2004 that the had revived the email I sent him on that exact day as we conversed on the phone.

Do you think Laurie Black Lawrence and Co. need to be reminded that exactly 18 days, on November 11th, 2004 I broke a 24 year deafening silence with the De Beers Anglo American Cartel, my 272 word email beginning to Stephen Cohen of Codiam Inc., “Do you remember me?”

http://just3ants.com/emails/debeers/default.shtml

Do you think any literate human being in the world needs to have me explain the thrust of the email I sent Stephen Cohen’s son Leon Cohen who works for Codiam Inc. the DAAC’s most significant price fixing and money laundering operation on US soil

Do you think you understand why apart from me and my very brilliant one of a kind French-Canadian wife no one has thought to question whether the words in the Bible, “Be fruitful and multiply” apply to modern day times when the overpopulation problem we have today was non-existent at the time of the writings of the Bible and that maybe intelligent humankind would learn to adapt and start using their mindless minds that our ingenious smart and most vengeful God occasionally has great fun taking over, you are not alone in being a primary example of how primitive is humankind, the oxymoron of all time.

So now let’s see if I can get all you imbeciles who every so often our ingenious God decides to show “sum” [sic] intelligence can explain the implications of my 24-word email to Leon Cohen some 4 days prior to my so revealing email and phone conversation with Whitman Knapp on November 29th, 2004:
Terrific – I am still waiting to hear back from the feds and then I will let u know my plans.

All the best,

Gary

And for those same emotionless all about “money, me” vulture human beings to then explain the 72 word email I sent to Leon Cohen, again all now accessible as well on www.just3ants.com on December 15th, 2004:

To repeat:

Leon hi – I am getting closer to nailing down Attorney General Spitzer, it helping tho if I could get your feedback on at least chapter 18 of the Diamond Invention that Charles Engelhard the co-conspirator with the Oppenheimer in the Diamond Invention, “arranged for Oppenheimer to buy a controlling interest in his far-flung empire, since he had no male heirs to take over.” Have u met our mutual cousin David Gevisser?

Gary

So now let’s see if Client #9’s hooker, Ashley Alexandra Dupre might lend her 105 pound weight in support of President George W. Bush immediately suspending the trading of shares in public corporations.

To repeat the tail end of my 267 odd word communiqué to Bill O’Reilly of the Fox Network on July 23rd, 2002:

President Bush should do the smart thing and immediately suspend trading of public corporations, thereby protecting the innocent and naive who are simply throwing good money after bad. Those well run public companies should have no fear for they will be at a competitive advantage relative to the capital that has been so smartly socked away.

The scars of 1907 remain on the masonry buildings housing the stock exchange of Wall Street. The fundamentals of the economy at that time were much worse than in 1929. One man J.P. Morgan saved the day, not so lucky for the victims of 1929. History has a
way of repeating itself but today the "risk markets" are more fragile than at any time in history.

"Risk assessment" is my business.

Gary S. Gevisser


Bear in mind that on July 23rd 2002, Gold closed the day in London at US$305.95 and that on December 31st, 2002, my highly literate, very brilliant and very easily bored with nonsense talkers F-C wife, began an email to a group of gold traders,

"It seems that Mr. Gevisser might in fact be on to something, i.e.....---...

Were you aware that you and all those carbon copied are not the only persons receiving this communiqué in “real time”?

Would you be all that surprised that although our Israeli-Argentinean “guide” Jehudah Matov would laugh along with me as he began referring to me starting at age 9 as “Mr. Wimpie”, in the intervening 9-year period, prior to meeting privately with David Ben Gurion, for the first time on November 1st, 1972, some 57 odd after the United States’ De Beers sponsored PLO terrorists began, on September 4th, some 3 days after I arrived at Kibbutz Sde Boker, Negev Desert, Israel, to brutally murder 11 defenseless Israeli athletes at the 1972 Munich Games, I had grown not only in stature to almost my full height of 5 feet 8 inches plus, the + so important in this “competition” I am currently having with my “tall”, long skier legged French-Canadian wife, but I had excelled rather well in my “intelligence training” to the point that people like Boris Senior thought just from the very good questions I asked about my father, his father, Israel Issy Gevisser, as well as my highly secretive mother and her even more secretive and incredibly well built father with a genius mathematician mind, my granddad Al Ash, that if I wanted I was in perfect position to one day head the Mossad.

Not to mention, Boris Senior in 1972 was 48 years young, in the very prime of life, although he was no longer Deputy Chief of the brutal Israel Air Force whose heads at the time all knew that it was not only Boris Senior, a former secret member of the more militant Irgun Jewish Underground movement who reported directly to David Ben Gurion and who remained, as far as the very deep Jewish Underground were concerned, the head of the Mossad until his death on December 1st, 1973, having had plenty of time to “pass the mantle”.

To mention little of not only Boris Senior being an extraordinarily close friend of my Royal Mater-Mother, more so than my father, despite Boris and my dad receiving the exact same fighter-bomber-pilot training in South Africa before they both headed to northern Italy, my dad stopping off in Egypt.
Bernie Gevisser and his "Back Driven Raiders Throwing Flame" - 1945

Bernie is "dead center" standing in the last row. The guys with the crosses were not so lucky and

Bernie it seems at some point stopped keeping count.
GG learning to fly
To mention in passing, you are not alone today in understanding perfectly well why the Jewish Underground never bothered to blow up the death camps of Auschwitz and the such, not because they would have been so very easily rebuilt but much more importantly as they served as testament to the very conscious decision by the Allied nations never once to give the order to bomb these anything but hidden highly mechanized mass murder establishments.

Remember as well, my “born to perform” Royal Mater Zena was raised by her pogrom orphaned paternal grandmother, Nechie Badash who came from the same tiny village of Plonsk White Russia-Poland as Ben Gurion, Nechie only returning to England from Tel-Aviv, Israel, where Nechie was one of the early residents, when my Zena was born on May 30th, 1929.

Not to mention Bernie Gevisser having some 26 more missions than Boris during World War II, my dad flying as wingman to the likes of very seasoned fighter-bomber-pilot Dr. Syd Cohen MD, beginning in my dad’s 4th mission on December 10th, 1945; the mission to “DIVE BOMB TO CUT RLWY LINE MODENA – ST FELICE” carrying 2 500 pound bombs.
The rest of my dad’s logbook on this day reading:

SYD LED. WAS HIS NO.2. BOMBED LINE NORTH OF SCORING 2VNM. WENT DOWN WITH RAY TO STRAF CAR BUT IT MANAGED TO HIDE. SAW WHAT I THOUGHT TO BE CAR – WENT DOWN BUT TURNED OUT HDV. ME’S [MESSERSMITS] REPORTED IN VICINITY BUT SAW NONE. NO A.A. AT ALL.
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Not to mention Syd Cohen later became, during Israel’s most brutal War of Independence Commander of Israel’s only Squadron 101, when its first commander, Modi Alon was killed “on approach”, his plane diving into the runway after a mission where he was most likely mortally wounded.

To mention little of what De Beers having so very publicly infiltrated the British High Command meant to Field Marshall Jan Smuts and those ferrying messages back and forth to the Jewish Underground in Palestine fighting the British-American governments under the total command and control of the highly dynamic De Beers organization able to use for their own nefarious purposes their unlimited supply of untraceable, lightweight and never inventoried diamond currency always price fixed at more than a barrel of oil.

So we come back to that highly staged D-Day June 5th-6th 1945 and to today when US as well as British Military Commanding Officers need to resort to brutality in order to get out the intelligence of captured “enemy” who have so many more truths going on their side; a fact of life not even lost on me when just 15 years of age and asking the likes of Boris Senior and my mother, “Why do we say in South Africa, ‘If there wasn’t a Black problem there would be a Jewish problem’?” when it is quite obvious us Jewish people in Israel have enough problems without us Jewish South Africans creating more of a problem by talking garbage!”

Again, the overwhelming majority of Israelis who are born in Israel, Sabras as they are known, are non-fanatical; all the fanaticism is exported from principally the United States, De Beers “strongholds” like Brooklyn, New York City and of course there are us Lily White Wheaty Eating Jewish South Africans and Britishers and Aussies up there with the very worst of them and at the same time how can we forget the Romans who morphed in to the Roman Catholic Church forcing every Roman Catholic child long before they can learn from their parents to lie, steal and cheat to go to confession where so far every single Roman Catholic I have met in my going on 51 odd years has told me they felt compelled to lie so as not to appear sinless.

Democrat-Socialist lawyer Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq. was “toying” with you when he told you to find him a plaintiff, someone in the diamond business, that would allow him to file the most epic class action lawsuit against the De Beers United States of America Government when he knew the plaintiff in this case is,
“We, the people...”

The tallest trees attract the most wind – Confucius

[Word count 5294]
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Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2008 10:32 PM
To: 'Gary S Gevisser'; gsg@sellnext.com
Subject: I uploaded some songs new songs that you should listen to

Btw, I am collecting pictures for new slide show. I am thinking that I will do this once a month to keep the website dynamic.

I have also added a section to the THIS IS AMERICA which showcases news articles that will collectively paint a picture of the real climate of America. http://www.just3ants.com/America/default.shtml

I am also working on a map of the world that will allow people to click on regions and learn about how the US involvement in that region.

Are you available for lunch tomorrow?

If I don’t get a reply I will call you tomorrow. I am concerned that some messages I am sending you are not being received.